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Abstract: We report on the experimental generation of broad and flat optical frequency
combs (OFC) in a 1550 nm laser diode using gain switching with pulsed electrical excitation
together with optical injection. The combination of both techniques allows the generation of
high-quality OFCs at a repetition frequency of 500 MHz, showing a low-noise optical spectrum
with unprecedent features in terms of width (108 tones within 10 dB) and flatness (56 tones
within 3 dB) in comparison with those previously reported for this modulation frequency. The
influence of the injection conditions on the OFC quality is studied. Using these two techniques, it
has been possible to reduce the separation between tones, generating high spectral performance
OFCs with a repetition rate of 100 MHz.

© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

In the same way as for other photonic technologies, the use of semiconductor sources for the
generation of optical frequency combs (OFCs) is gaining increasing relevance due to the inherent
advantages of the laser diodes in terms of high efficiency, low cost and small footprint, thus
allowing to envisage prospects for the deployment of the technology outside the laboratory at a
cost-effective price [1–3].
Gain-switching (GS) has proven its convenience as a method for generating OFCs due to

its easy implementation, robustness and stability, controllable repetition rate, and adaptability
for integration using generic platforms [4–6]. OFCs generated by GS have found applications
mainly in optical communications [1,7] but also in sub-terahertz generation [8] and more recently
in absorption spectroscopy [9, 10]. The usual implementation of the GS technique for the
generation of OFCs consists in driving the laser with the superposition of a direct bias current
and a radio-frequency (RF) sinusoidal current. The frequency and amplitude of the RF current,
in combination with the bias current are the key parameters of the process. In this context, the
usual practice is to include under the term gain-switching any large signal modulation process,
even though the laser may not actually be switched-off but just modulated. We have recently
provided a systematic analysis of the effects of these switching conditions in the characteristics
of the generated OFCs [11]. In simple terms, for repetition frequencies (roughly ∼ 5-25 GHz)
of the order of the frequency of the relaxation oscillations, there is a relatively wide range of
driving conditions for exciting only the first spike of the relaxation oscillations before the laser
emission drops down to a minimum level for a time short enough as to guarantee the preservation
of the coherence of the subsequent pulses, thus resulting in a broad spectrum with discernible
spectral lines. However, as detailed later in section 3, for low repetition frequencies (. 1 GHz)
the range of driving conditions for getting broad and well resolved combs is very small. Out of
this small range either the pulses are spectrally narrow when the laser is just modulated, or there
is a switch-off period long enough for the coherence to be lost, resulting in a spectrum without
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discernible lines.
And yet, it is in this low repetition frequency range where OFCs generated by GS have

recently found interesting advantages in dual-comb optical spectroscopy [9]. These advantages
are simplicity of use, control of the line spacing, compactness and potential for integration, and
capabilities for implementation outside the 1.5 µm spectral range. Obviously, these advantages
can only be fully exploited if the number of spectral lines of the OFC and the separation between
them can sustain the high resolution in a sufficiently broad spectral range which is characteristic of
dual-comb spectroscopy. The authors in [9] illustrate the potential of their approach with the OFC
generated by a 1 GHz sinusoidal RF current. In order to get a comb with enough number of lines,
they had to make a meticulous optimization of the switching and optical injection conditions.
However, when higher resolution (lower repetition frequency) is required the approach is clearly
hindered by the narrowing of the window of suitable conditions for the required spectral width of
the comb, thus compromising the usefulness of the OFCs generated by GS for this application.
On the other hand, since the early times of GS, not only sinusoidal RF excitation but also

pulsed excitation conditions, either with or without a dc component, have been regularly used for
generating short optical pulses at a wide range of wavelengths and repetition frequencies [12–16].
Although the spectral width of the trains of pulses generated by pulsed GS has been analyzed
and manipulated [13, 17, 18], the coherence between pulses and their potential as OFCs has not
been studied. Taking into account that the coherence relies on the preservation of stimulated
emission during the switch-off period as a seed out of which to build up the next pulse [11,19], a
poor coherence is expected from low repetition frequency trains of pulses having long switch-off
periods between them.
Concurrently, optical injection (OI) of a slave gain-switched laser by a master laser has

demonstrated to improve the quality of the OFC by driving the slave to emit with the optical
characteristics inherited from the master [20–22]. In particular, it has been claimed that the
master laser can seed the slave during the switch-off periods with the stimulated emission out of
which to build up the next pulse, thus preserving the coherence of the train of pulses [11, 19].

In this paper, we put together these two concepts, first, the generation of spectrally broad
and incoherent trains of short optical pulses by pulsed GS and second, the improvement of the
coherence of such pulses by optical injection. By this method, we experimentally demonstrate for
the first time to the best of our knowledge the direct generation by GS of broad OFCs, containing
an unprecedent number of well resolved spectral lines separated by repetition frequencies lower
than 1 GHz, without further expansion stages. Moreover, we perform an analysis of the effects
of the GS and OI conditions on the quality of the OFCs. The findings reported in this paper
are a significant step forward in the direction of extending the performance range of the OFCs
generated by GS to lower frequencies, while keeping simplicity as the distinct feature of the GS
method. They may contribute to facilitate the application of GS to dual-comb spectroscopy and
other applications requiring the direct generation by a simple method of relatively wide combs at
low separation frequencies.

2. Experimental setup

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The OFCs were generated by GS a high frequency
single-frequency laser diode. The device, a discrete mode laser (DML) (Eblana Photonics
EP1550- 0-DM-H19-FM) is based on a multi-quantum well structure in a ridge waveguide with
index perturbations, in order to allow single-frequency emission [23]. The threshold current of
this laser is Ith = 14.8 mA with a nominal modulation bandwidth of 10 GHz. More details can
be found in [11]. This laser has no built-in optical isolator in order to allow external optical
injection. The laser was driven by the superposition of two electrical signals: a bias current
(Ibias), provided by a current source (Arroyo 4205) and either i) a sinusoidal signal provided by a
microwave/RF generator (Rohde & Schwarz SMB100A) or ii) a low duty cycle square signal
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the experimental setup. ML: master laser, SL: slave laser, PC: polar-
ization controller, VOA: variable optical attenuator, PD: photodetector, OSC: oscilloscope,
BOSA: Brillouin optical spectrum analyzer.

provided by a pulse pattern generator (Anritsu MU181020A) operating at bit rates up to 12.5
Gb/s. For the OI experiments, an optical circulator was used to inject the output power from a
narrow linewidth tunable laser (Pure Photonics PPCL300) acting as master laser (ML) into the
gain-switched DML, operating as slave laser (SL). A polarization controller was used to maximize
the coupling between both lasers. Additional details on the CW and high-frequency properties
of this particular DML can be found in [11]. The output power was spectrally characterized
by means of a high resolution (10 MHz) Brillouin optical spectrum analyzer (BOSA) (Aragon
Photonics BOSA 210). A digital signal analyzer (Tektronix DSA8200), equipped with a 20
GHz bandwidth optical input module, was employed to measure the temporal profiles of the
optical pulses. The temporal profiles were averaged 20 times. The quality of the OFCs was
characterized by means of the 10 dB spectral width (δ f10) and the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) as
defined in [11].

3. Results and discussion

In the time domain broad OFCs with well resolved tones implies trains of short optical pulses
with a high degree of coherence between them. However, as we reported in [11] at low repetition
frequencies ( fR = 500 MHz), broad, flat and well resolved OFCs cannot be generated by GS
under sinusoidal electrical excitation and only relatively narrow and non-flat OFCs are generated
when the laser is not actually switched-off, i.e., under direct modulation conditions. An example
of this behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 2 for fR = 500 MHz. The estimated temporal profile of the
injected current is shown in Fig. 2(a). The measured temporal profile of the output power and the
corresponding measured optical spectrum are shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. We
estimate the temporal profile of the current as:

i(t) = 2VRF
Z0 + ZL

cos(2π fRt) + Ibias, (1)

where VRF is the voltage amplitude at the electrical input of the laser, Z0 = 50 Ω is the internal
impedance of the RF source and ZL is the laser impedance. In a separate set-up, the impedance
of the laser module was measured as a function of the frequency with a vector network analyzer,
yielding a value close to 50 Ω at frequencies lower than 5 GHz. Under these excitation conditions
(Ibias = 68 mA, VRF = 2.4 V), the injected current is always above threshold current (14.8 mA),
which is indicated by the dashed red line in Fig. 2(a). In consequence, the laser is always on and
the emitted optical power shows a sinusoidal temporal profile (Fig. 2(b)). The generated OFC
(Fig. 2(c)) shows clearly defined tones of unequal amplitudes. The carrier-to-noise ratio and the
10 dB spectral width are CNR = 43 dB and δ f10 = 10 GHz, corresponding to 9 comb lines. The
flatness of the OFC is poor, as several lines are clearly depressed. The shape of the spectrum
has been attributed in [11] to a combination of amplitude modulation and frequency modulation
caused by the adiabatic chirp.
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Fig. 2. Temporal and spectral characteristics of the emission of the gain-switched laser when
driven at 500 MHz under the following driving conditions: upper row (a)-(c), sinusoidal
excitation with Ibias = 68 mA and VRF = 2.4 V; middle row (d)-(f), sinusoidal excitation
with Ibias = 34 mA and VRF = 1.1 V; bottom row (g)-(i), pulsed excitation with IOFF =
12.2 mA and ION = 56.2 mA. (a), (d) and (g) show the estimated temporal profiles of the
injected current (see text for details). The dashed red lines indicate the threshold current.

When at fR = 500 MHz sinusoidal driving conditions are set up for obtaining trains of GS
pulses separated by switch-off periods (Fig. 2(d)), the profile of the generated pulses looks like
the one plotted in Fig. 2(e) for Ibias = 34 mA and VRF = 1.1 V. Since the injected current lies
below threshold for a fraction of the cycle, an initial spike corresponding to GS is clearly seen at
the onset of the pulse. However, this initial spike is followed by a sinusoidal-like profile in which
oscillations, at a frequency matching the relaxation oscillations frequency at this injection level,
are clearly seen. From these long pulses separated by relatively large switch-off periods, broad
and well resolved OFCs are not expected and this is indeed what Fig. 2(f) evidences. It is clear at
this point that in order to produce at these low frequencies trains of short optical pulses by GS,
the electrical excitation should also be a pulse train with an amplitude and duration enough to
excite the first relaxation oscillation spike. Figs. 2(g)-2(i) show respectively the estimated profile
of the electrical excitation pulses, the temporal profile of the optical pulses and the corresponding
optical spectrum, resulting of such an excitation regime. In this case, the electrical pulse of a
width τelec = 100 ps switches the injection current between a value below threshold IOFF = 12.2
mA and a value above threshold ION = 56.2 mA. IOFF and ION are estimated from Ibias , VRF

and the duty cycle (fRτelec) according to:

IOFF = Ibias −
4VRF

Z0 + ZL
fRτelec and ION = IOFF +

4VRF

Z0 + ZL
. (2)
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The train of the generated optical pulses is shown in Fig. 2(h). The full-width half-maximum
(FWHM) of the pulses is ∆t = 40 ps. As expected from such short pulses the corresponding
optical spectrum (Fig. 2(i)) is much broader (∼ 50 GHz) than previous ones. However the
spectrum is still continuous and does not show the clearly discernible peaks characteristic of
an OFC. This fact should be attributed to the lack of coherence between pulses: as the laser is
completely switched off between pulses, each new pulse builds up from spontaneously emitted
photons with random initial phase and therefore their optical fields do not add up coherently
resulting in the absence of discrete spectral lines. The RF spectrum (not shown) exhibits narrow
harmonics with low noise floor as a consequence of the periodicity of the optical intensity. In
this pulsed regime we made a detailed exploration of the electrical injection conditions required
for obtaining OFCs and found out that even with IOFF close to Ith no OFC are generated.
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Fig. 3. Temporal trace of the output power (a) and optical spectrum (b) of the light emitted
by the laser under 500 MHz pulsed electrical excitation (IOFF = 12.2 mA and ION = 56.2
mA) and optical injection (Pinj = - 14 dBm, δν = 16 GHz). The injection frequency is
indicated by an arrow in (b). 3(c) is a zoom of 3(b).

It is at this point where the role of the optical injection becomes crucial. Figure 3 illustrates
this role for specific optical injection conditions. We used same electrical driving conditions as
in Fig. 2(g) and injected an optical power Pinj = -14 dBm at a detuning δν = νML − νSL = 16
GHz, defined as the frequency difference between the emission frequencies of the ML and the SL
in CW conditions. In this case, although the FWHM of the optical pulses (∆t = 40 ps)(Fig. 3(a))
is the same as the width achieved without OI (Fig. 2(h)), an extremely broad and flat OFC is
obtained as shown in Fig. 3(b), in contrast with the unresolved spectrum of Fig. 2(i). The CNR
is 37 dB and δ f10 is 54 GHz (corresponding to 108 lines), a factor 12 higher than that of the best
OFC obtained at this frequency with sinusoidal excitation. Furthermore, the flatness reaches 54
tones at 3 dB instead of the 3 tones observed in the case of sinusoidal excitation, without optical
injection. The measured linewidth of each individual tone is ∼ 10 MHz, limited by the BOSA
resolution (Fig. 3(c)). However, the real linewidth is expected to be close to 75 kHz, the linewidth
of the ML. This is expected based on experimental evidences of a transfer of the linewidth to the
SL tones close to the injection frequency, as reported for the OFC generated by GS at higher
repetition rates [11, 21], although some broadening cannot be ruled out for far apart tones. In
addition to the dynamic chirp in the fast GS process, the origin of the high quality of this broad
OFC is the optical injection. Now the externally injected photons are acting as a seed out of
which the GS pulses grow during the switch on periods, thus providing a common phase and
resulting therefore in a coherent emission. The injected power and the detuning influence the
spectral characteristics of the injected OFCs in a complex manner showing similar trends as in
the case of sinusoidal gain-switching at higher frequencies [11]. In particular, for maximizing the
beneficial effects of the OI in terms of CNR, δ f10 and flatness, the injected frequency of Fig. 3 has
been chosen in the central region of the unresolved non-injected spectrum (Fig. 2(i)), but closer
to the low intensity side of this asymmetric spectrum, thus compensating for this asymmetry.
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In addition, a suitable choice of optical injection conditions could increase the potential of the
generated combs for dual comb spectroscopy by avoiding the requirement of an acousto-optic
modulator as shown in reference [24].
We have studied the influence of the pulsed injection conditions on the properties of the 500

MHz GS pulses and the corresponding OFCs. The evolution of the FWHM optical pulse width
∆t, δ f10, and CNR as a function of the electrical excitation width τelec , for constant IOFF = 12.2
mA and different values of ION , is shown in Figs. 4(a)-4(c), respectively. The optical pulses
are narrower for higher excitation amplitude. At constant excitation voltage, the evolution of
∆t as a function of the excitation pulse width shows a minimum lying at lower excitation width
for higher excitation amplitude (Fig. 4(a)). These results are expected from the well known
properties of the GS pulses generated under sinusoidal excitation [25]. In this case, at constant
repetition frequency, the width of the optical pulses decreases as the amplitude of the excitation
signal increases [12, 26, 27]. The decreasing is due to the faster growth of the carrier density that
provides the gain needed to build-up the optical pulse and reaches a lower limit related to the
photon lifetime [28]. This is also observed in our case where the narrowest pulses are obtained
for the highest excitation amplitudes. We attribute the minimum value of ∆t as a function of
τelec to two counteracting effects: On one hand, when τelec decreases the amount of charge
injected into the laser decreases as well. Therefore, the accumulated carrier density and the
corresponding gain giving rise to the onset of the optical pulse also decrease and consequently,
the rise up of the internal photon density becomes slower. But on the other hand, when τelec
increases, the time to switch off the laser also increases and therefore the optical pulses are wider.
The minimum shifts towards lower τelec when increasing the excitation amplitude due to the
faster growth of the carrier density that reduces the switching-on time.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the FWHM of the optical pulse ∆t, δ f10 and CNR, as a function of the
electric pulse width τelec at fR = 500 MHz, IOFF = 12.2 mA, Pinj = - 14 dBm, δν = 16
GHz and different values of ION . The lines are drawn as a guide to the eye.

The evolution of δ f10 as a function of τelec (Fig. 4(b)) is similar, but opposite, to that of the
optical pulse width ∆t. An inverse dependence of δ f10 on ∆t is expected in short optical pulses,
but δ f10 also depends on the amplitude of the frequency chirp in the optical pulse. It is clear
that the broadest OFCs are obtained at the highest excitation amplitude at τelec ∼ 90-100 ps,
which also produces the shortest optical pulses and the maximum chirp. δ f10 vs. τelec shows a
maximum at a value of τelec corresponding to the minimum value of ∆t. The CNR of the OFCs
is high (> 34 dB) for all electrical injection conditions (Fig. 4(c)), and it does not show a clear
dependence neither on τelec nor on the excitation amplitude.

We have also investigated the generation of OFCs at lower repetition frequencies, which would
be useful in applications requiring a higher number of tones in the comb. We have observed
that at fixed electrical and optical injection conditions the quality of the OFCs degrades when
decreasing the repetition rate. The peak arising from the injected optical power becomes higher
than the amplitude of the comb tones, which we attribute to the longer time that the laser remains
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switched-off. However, if the electric and optical injection conditions are optimized, high quality
OFCs can be generated at lower repetition rates. The optimization procedure consist in selecting
switching conditions leading to a non-injected broad and incoherent spectrum as in Fig. 2(i) and
then, selecting an injection frequency in the central region of the spectrum but slightly shifted
to the low intensity side of the asymmetric spectrum. The injected power should be as low as
required for equalizing the spectrum and high enough for ensuring optical locking. Figure 5
shows, as an example, the optical pulse profile (Fig. 5(a)), the corresponding spectrum (Fig. 5(b))
and a zoom of the spectrum (Fig. 5(c)) generated at a repetition frequency of 100 MHz. The
duration of the electrical excitation pulse is 100 ps with IOFF = 6.5 mA and ION = 156.5 mA
(achieved by an additional electrical amplification stage).
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Fig. 5. Temporal trace of the output power (a) and optical spectrum (b) of the light emitted
by the laser under 100 MHz pulsed electrical excitation, IOFF = 6.5 mA, ION = 156.5 mA
and optical injection (Pinj = - 30 dBm, and detuning, δν = 16 GHz). 5(c) is a zoom of 5(b).

The injected power has been reduced to -30 dBm and the detuning is 17 GHz. In this case,
and due to the lower average output power, the pulses were measured after optical amplification
with an Erbium doped fiber amplifier. The pulses are short (∆t ∼ 34 ps) and exhibit several
relaxation oscillations. The OFC is very broad (δ f10 = 86.4 GHz, corresponding to 866 tones),
and its CNR value is 18 dB. OFCs at frequencies lower than 100 MHz were also achieved with
these techniques, but a low CNR was measured, probably due to the limit imposed by the BOSA
resolution.
Finally, although the experiments reported here were made for discrete mode lasers, the

improvement of the comb quality by the combination of pulsed driving conditions and optical
injection is expected to be similar in other single-frequency semiconductor laser, such as DFBs
or VCSELs.

4. Conclusion

We have experimentally demonstrated that very broad and flat OFCs can be generated from a
gain switched semiconductor laser at relatively low frequency by means of pulsed excitation
in combination with optical injection. We have studied the role of the switching and injection
conditions and have obtained a 10 dB width of 54 GHz (108 lines) at 500 MHz with high CNR.
High quality OFCs are also obtained at lower frequencies. These findings may contribute to pave
the way not only for the application of combs generated by GS in dual-comb spectroscopy but
also for other applications benefiting from the direct generation of relatively wide combs at low
frequency without further broadening methods which may spoil the advantages of GS.
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